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Talking Threads

Talking Threads is a luxury design house, reinterpreting Indian heritage threads, for the modern discerning consumer. Talking Threads is strongly inspired by heritage thread arts and deeply committed to taking Indian heritage across the globe.

Location: Gurugram, India
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Startup Superfuel

The Startup Superfuel Fund is a seed & early stage fund focused on digital assets based in India. The fund comprises recent only digital entrepreneurs turned venture capitalists and bring a different level of operating knowledge and expertise to our portfolio companies. Startup Superfuel invests considerable time (each GP will work closely with only 5 businesses in a rolling 12 month cycle), social capital (extensive mentor network) and financial investment from USD 50,000 to USD 500,000 in each business. We roll up our sleeves and work closely with our portfolio companies to deliver our unique mix of human, social & financial capita without seeking control.

Location: Gurugram, India
SharedReach

SharedReach is an Information Products company, helping clients execute smarter, leveraging visuals, location and mobility.

Promoted by IIT/IIM professionals it aims to redesign/create business processes to take advantage of such information to increase the quality and speed of on ground execution. Thus helping companies prevent leakages, opportunity loss of work not done, etc.

SharedReach experience with its clients indicates as much as 40-60% leakage in planned vs actuals.

Location: Gurugram, India

---

eGramServe

Based in the Himalayan state of Uttarakhand, eGramServe is transforming lives of the local youth in this hilly region by engaging them in careers that best utilize their skills & knowledge, and provides digital content solutions to book publishers, e-learning companies & legal content providers.

Location: Garhwal, Uttarakhand, India
LIQVID

LIQVID has world class infrastructure that delivers quality learning services that include Custom Content development, Training Design services, Technology Services, and Learning Support Services for Corporations, Academic Institutions and Government Organizations across the world.

LIQVID is a venture launched by key members of egurucool.com, which had established itself as India’s foremost eLearning brands, created over 8,000 hours of eLearning content and had tied-up with over 1,600 schools.

Location: Noida, India

Manish Upadhyay
Class of 1997-2000

Think Jineus

Think Jineus is a software design and development agency specializing in design and developing multi-screen experiences mobile apps, e-commerce, and responsive web apps, both B2C and B2B. They build and release their own products, as well as work for hire as a consultancy for startups and large enterprises.

Location: Greater Atlanta Area, US

Bharat Gupta
Class of 1997-1999
United

Business

United Business understands that the world is changing daily at a fast pace causing people to have less time, lower productivity and more stress. That is why we offer their customers with the solution to a wide spectrum of their office requirements, giving our customers the time and tools to become effective leaders. They also have a portfolio of service agreements and financial packages which include rental options. Whichever Solution you choose, their expert advice means that they will always suggest the most appropriate product for your businesses requirements.

Location: Johannesburg, Gauteng

PRO-

ProHance is a global operations management platform that helps provide visibility in operations on a real time basis.

ProHance helps to view operations holistically and identify opportunities for collaboration & optimization across the Enterprise. It helps clients to unlock the full potential of their Human Capital and Digital Investments by identifying how their teams spend time that impacts their customers and enterprise.

The visibility and actionable analytics ProHance provides helps operations become more Lean, Agile and Customer Centric.

Location: Bengaluru, India
**Explorars**

Explorars facilitates student travel across the globe for students in India. Educational travel and exchange program arranged for students in India have gained massive popularity due to its effectiveness. Students can travel to different places in groups and gain valuable knowledge about a specific subject through experiential learning. Student travel gives students a chance to indulge in educational activities that help them explore the world on their own.

Location:
Gurugram, India | Jameirah Lake Towers, Dubai, UAE

---

**DreamWeaver LLC**

DreamWeaver LLC is a Niche Technology Solutions Company focused on providing simple solutions to complex business problems in the Supply Chain Transparency space leveraging tools like Blockchain, Cloud and IoT. It was incorporated in 2013 by like-minded ex-SAP America Leaders who wanted to provide the Industry a better alternative to the big software consulting companies by providing more comprehensive solutions and superior service at attractive price points.

Location:
Hyderabad, India | New Jersey, US
Grandmasters of Comedy

"Grandmasters of Comedy" is a company aimed at making the corporate crowd laugh. They bring the element of fun and laughter through stand-up comedy shows and customized funny hosting to corporate events. Whether it is Award Shows, Open House or Annual off Sites, They get the best of Stand0up Comics to tickle audience’s funny bone!

MConverge Services Pvt. Ltd.

M Converge Services Pvt. Ltd. is a key player in the mobile VAS space, focused on developing and deploying VAS solutions and applications for media, operators and enterprises across the India.

mivas specializes in end-to-end enabling of solutions with managed services which bring together content, technology and device expertise to ensure an enhanced digital experience to customers of telcos, media houses and enterprises.

Location: Gurugram, India
MondayMorning is a platform that brings a series of assessments to help you become corporate ready in the ever changing business world. For students and experienced professional, we have segregated packages that will take you through a sequential learning format which involves interesting case studies, assignments, games and much more. The assessments, spread across sectors and geographies, will give you an in-depth understanding that will improve your problem solving and structured thinking skills.

Location: Navi Mumbai, India

Takshashila consulting is India’s first and largest home-grown consulting firm, with a strong track record of working with the client leadership teams in Business Transformation Projects. They have achieved breakthrough performance results across our projects, serving Fortune 500 clients, leading businesses, governments, non-governmental organizations, and not-for-profit organizations. Over the years, They have consistently delivered high impact results by leveraging our ‘Entrepreneurial knowledge’, ‘Specialized Management Tools’, ‘Clean slate approach’, ‘Due-Diligence Expertise’, ‘Creative Problem Solving’, diverse experience and wide knowledge base.

Location: Noida, India
Mridula Joshi
Class of 2000-2002

Mahusiano

Mahusiano is a promising ethnic lifestyle brand, which has already made its presence felt in Indian retail sector, after starting its journey in Nov 2011, and operates through own stores and partner brand stores. Also manufacturer for India’s largest retail company ensuring proper quality, pricing and timelines.

Mahusiano, operating under the brand name "Mah" is a young-minded professional set-up that manufactures and markets affordable quality fashion for yourself and your home.

The Mah Store has presence in 3 cities, with a retail set up of over 12,000+sq feet.

Mahusiano also has presence within leading retail chains, in 40 cities, across the country under the brand name "Dharaa".

Vikram Sharma
Class of 2000-2002
Vehant Technologies

Vehant Technologies formerly known as KritiKal SecureScan, pioneer in indigenously developed Physical Security, Surveillance and Traffic Monitoring Systems, designed and developed its state of the art products and solutions to meet the demands of global standards, features, quality and continuously changing technology. Vehant Technologies is the KritiKal Group company which was incubated from Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)-Delhi in the year 2002.

Location: Noida, India

Ramesh Menon

Cevitr

A UK based RPA as-a-Service provider (RPAaaS), digitally empowering our client’s workforce deliver great business results using smart automation. Cevitr serves large and small enterprises to free-up employees from performing important but mundane routine tasks, such that ever-increasing workloads are managed effectively. In doing so we deliver incremental economic benefit to the organisation, while facilitating greater employee satisfaction through the pursuit of more challenging tasks. The company was formed with the philosophy of complementing the automation technology with a simple business engagement model and providing a unique market access to this game changing innovation.

Location: Farnborough, England
Gaussian Networks

Gaussian Networks Pvt. Ltd., specializes in online games development and hosting, that aims to take online gaming to the next level. Backed by vast industry experience, They promise sophisticated technology, software and platforms through which playing online games becomes safe, quick and easy for players.

Location: Kolkata, India

Anuj Gupta

Class of 2001-2003

Beacon Analytics

Beacon Analytics has been providing cutting edge sales & supply chain solutions to some of the largest companies (including 4 Fortune 500 Companies) in India. Beacon has developed & deployed business critical solutions that have had a substantial positive impact on the P&L of its clients. Beacon focuses on Order Management for all nodes of the supply chain. Beacon’s technology platform creates a superior Ecosystem by integrating Brands, Distributors, Retailers, Logistics Providers and Credit Providers. These solutions have served over 6,50,000 Primary Orders for around 5500 Distributors

Location: Gurugram, India

Mayank Premi

Class of 2001-2003
Nextleap advisory and search services

Nextleap advisory exist to solve the critical issues facing their clients, both large and small. Their unique approach is not only what differentiates them, but also what makes them successful. They provide a broad range of services and solutions to help organizations facilitate change, achieve vision and optimize performance and productivity.

Location:
New Delhi, India | San Francisco, US

Digitalklass

Digitalklass is an IIT start-up in online tutoring space. Digitalklass provides live online tuition. With great digital content, experienced teacher and an interactive platform, Digitalklass intends to change the tuition landscape in India. Its mission is to provide safe, secure, real-time and quality earning within the comfort of home. Digitalklass aim to have Smart and Happy Students and RELIEVED parents!
Zvest Financial services

The idea of Zvest Financial Services LLP was conceived when we realised the fact that every client is unique and has specific goals and requirements that change constantly. Just like individuals, markets react not only to macro-economic factors and financial health of the companies but also to geo-political and social factors. The clients prefer a one stop solution for integrating their financial needs viz. investments; wealth transfer; taxation and legal advisory; life style, philanthropic and geriatric requirements, which can cater to their needs with maximum flexibility.

Location: Bengaluru, India

Harsh Kumar
Class of 2002-2004

Inertia Wealth Creators

Inertia Financial Advisory LLP (INERTIA) is committed to the possibility of financial freedom of its clients by helping them build wealth through long-term investments in equities. INERTIA provides a unique view about ‘money and investing’ such that people start looking at money as a resource to be managed efficiently rather than just a ‘medium of exchange’ or a ‘pool of savings’. INERTIA is aimed at empowering people to traverse the journey of successful wealth creation so as to set them free to be and free to act. Inertia puts its clients in control irrespective of the market situation.

Location: Pune, India

Shobhit Khare
Class of 2002-2004
EduCommerce

EduCommerce Technologies is pioneer in providing mobile technology platform for schools. Its flagship product, myly School Management App, provides a cloud based unified solution for school management, communication, student security and learning content delivery. Recognised by national and international forums, myly is used by more than 260 schools in India and other countries.

Location: Jaipur, India || Bengaluru, India

WEE

Women Entrepreneurship and Empowerment (WEE) is a first of its kind social national initiative by IIT Delhi to strengthen women eco system. WEE has been founded under the vision of IIT Delhi Director: Prof V. Ramgopal Rao and is supported by Department of Science and Technology, Government of India.

WEE intends to focus and ignite a fire amongst women from a college going student to a middle aged housewife to embrace entrepreneurship as a viable, fulfilling career option.
Creators Cafe

Abhinav Tandon
Class of 2004-2006

In today's world, Roti and Kapda are available at the tap of a button on Zomato/Swiggy and Ola/Uber but Dukaan is not. They address the need for location based, on demand workspaces (dukaan) by converting popular neighborhood, every day PBCL (Pubs, Bars, Cafes and Lounges) into workspaces during the unmonetised/under monetised hours during the day under Yuvraj Singh backed Creator's Gurukul Co-Cafe model.

Location: Gurugram India

Pioneer Timber Products & Bhatwani Ply-woods

Sidharth Sarda
Class of 2007-2009

A door manufacturing unit, with state of the art capabilities - we work aggressively with both, the public and the private sector. Importers and dealers.

An interior infrastructure Showroom championing in Doors, Flooring, Ply-woods, Claddings, Ceilings

Location: Chandigarh, India
Sportskeeda

Sportskeeda connects fans, pundits and athletes from all over the world. With a mix of news, real-time updates, features, videos and humour, the platform provides sports entertainment in its purest and most exciting form. Their fantastic reach and engagement makes them the go-to platform for some of the best sports brands and events all across the world. At Sportskeeda, they are on a mission to revolutionize the way sports are followed all over the world. Our team of sports fanatics strive to give sports fans the best experience in following their favorite sports, teams, tournaments and players.

Location: Gurugram, India

Samarth Sharma
Class of 2007-2009

Bliss Botanicals

Bliss Botanicals was born out of a shared passion for Organic and Natural Products. Over the ages, products have moved from being traditional and natural solutions for human needs to chemical based products driven by convenience rather than effectiveness. Frustrated with moisturizers that don't moisturize, creams that are not creamy enough, lotions that mention "ultrahydration" "intense moisturization" etc but vanish within a couple of hours and butters that only contain chemicals, They set out to find an ingredient that actually hydrates longer, moisturizes intensely and does what it says,

Location: Bengaluru, India

Nishant Gupta
Class of 2008-2010
PokerLauncher

PokerLauncher is India’s leading platform for online poker deals bringing curated offers to players. They strive to help our poker players receive optimal benefits, highest rake-back and best bonuses from online poker rooms in India and abroad. PokerLauncher is a state-of-art technology product/service that is backed by a strong team comprising of professional poker players, seasoned business professionals and IIT/IIM alumni.

Location: New Delhi, India

Dimensionless Technologies

Dimensionless Technologies Pvt. Ltd., was established by IIT graduates with an aim to improve the employability quotient of students by imparting dedicated trainings for different skill sets.

Dimensionless wants to remove the limitations and make students flexible, adaptable, nimble by imparting them right skill sets with right methodology at the right time which will help students, in making informed career decisions and leap towards a fulfilling career.

Location: Navi Mumbai, India
SL4 Technology

SL4 Technology India Pvt. Ltd. is a product based company working on Innovative products for technology inclusion in Indian logistics. Along with this, they also wide array of consulting solutions like Distribution Network Analysis, Transportation Assessment and Transportation Procurement; and technology solutions like Transportation management and process automation, Real-Time Visibility Solutions, Bespoke Development etc.

Location: Bengaluru, India

Rajesh Sinha

Adler Technoserve


Location: Pune, India
ZoConvert

ZoConvert is a smart conversion optimization tool for Facebook Messenger. It takes Facebook marketing to an all new level by shortening the purchase time to win more conversions with high level of personalization - everything where the user spends most of their time, connecting with their friends and family. If you are currently using the messenger option on your Facebook ads, you need to re-evaluate your expenses. Needless to say, running Facebook ad campaigns can be expensive. Moreover, creating an effective ad campaign takes time and effort.

Location: San Francisco, US

Mohammad Atyab
Class of 2012-2015

Continuum Content Solutions

Continuum Content Solutions delivers technology based content solutions and services. They collaborate with information creators to propel their content to greater reach, impact, and utility through integrated and personalized knowledge products and services of the future. Our mission is to deliver excellence in content services as we advise our clients and help them reach their goals.

Pawandeep Singh
Class of 2012-2015
EasyLeadz builds Sales intelligence for businesses by tracking sales signals. Identify right prospects, reach out to decision makers and send automated e-mails at right time all from a single dashboard.

Their sales intelligence platform help companies identify potential B2B leads by tracking sales signals like:

- Target start-ups that are recently raising funds,
- Target companies hiring for roles complementary to your product/services (ex: companies hiring for digital marketing are right fit for companies selling digital marketing services),
- Target companies looking for product/services that you offer,
- Target companies that are launching new website, new mobile app, new outlet, new product etc.

Location: New Delhi, India
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